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The heat treatment that
contradicted itself
How Westinghouse Engineers straightened out a paradox in steel
TV /TETALLURGISTS have been heat-
^^ treating steel for 2 ,500 years. They've
taken steel parts, subjected them to heat,
cooled them quickly by quenching them
in water, oil, or gas, and so hardened them.
But the heat treatment contradicted
itself.
For while they were heat-treating the
steel to harden it . . . they also softened it.
As the steel was being heat-treated, oxy-
gen combined with the surface carbon,
decarburized and softened the surface.
Naturally, metallurgists had to remove
this softened surface. They had to pickle,
grind, or machine the surface
—
processes
\
A*"^'
Thisphotomicrograph of This photomicrograph
SAE-6ISO Sprint Steel of SAE-6150 Spring
shows .005" decarbiiri- Sleel shows no decar-
zation with ordinary burizatiun with Endo-
scale-free atmosphere. gas atmosphere.
which not only wasted time and cost
money but also accounted for a whole lot
of inefficiency.
The dimensions of many steel parts,
especially dies, have to be accurate to a
few thousandths of an inch. So, metallur-
gists had to make the steel parts larger to
start with, just enough larger so that
they'd be the right size after the softened
surface had been removed. And that left
room for plenty of mistakes.
Something, Westinghouse engineers de-
cided, should be done to get rid of all this
heat-treating trouble.
They figured the thing to do was to
find a way to keep carbon-hungry oxygen
from getting at the steel surface. And
that was the thing they did.
First, they settled on using an electric
furnace since it would give them accurate
temperature control and entirely elimi-
nate gas fumes. Then, they created a
special atmosphere for the furnace. They
heated ammonia (NH3) in the presence
of a catalyst and separated it into its
component parts, nitrogen and hydrogen.
The nitrogen is inert and won't combine
with anything. The hydrogen, in the ab-
sence of oxygen and water vapor, also
refuses to have anything to do with the
carbon.
In this special atmosphere, which West-
inghouse engineers called Ammogas, steel
parts could be treated with electric heat
and ... no softening of the outer surface
took place, no time-wasting, inefficient
finishing had to be done. The dies and
other steel parts came out of their heat
treatment bright, shiny, all ready to use.
The Ammogas furnace that Westing-
house engineers created took care of the
heat-treating of costly parts like dies,
which can be gas-hardened and are not
produced in great quantities. But Am-
mogas is expensive—too expensive for
ture heat-treating jobs, and do them at
low cost. They heated ordinary gas (nat-
ural or manufactured city gas is all right)
and, by a special but inexpensive process,
changed it into a gas rich in hydrogen and
carbon monoxide and containing a little
water vapor and carbon dioxide.
Endogas doesn't do its work by avoid-
ing all decarburizing agents, carbon diox-
ide and water vapor; it overpowers them
by the inclusion of agents like carbon
monoxide and methane that work in the
opposite direction.
In effect, Endogas maintains a balance
between carburizing and decarburizing
forces. This balance can be so closely
controlled that it is even possible to add
Here is an .4mmogas Eurnace,
the ordinary heat-treating of thousands
of machine parts. And it is not suitable
for heat-treatments requiring high tem-
peratures.
So Westinghouse engineers developed
Endogas— a special atmosphere which
would do large-quantity, high-tempera-
,4 diagram of the Ammoiias furnace.
carbon to the steel that's being heat-
treated.
Today, the Ammogas and Endogas
furnaces are hard at work heat-treating
dies, castings, airplane parts, steel parts
of all kinds, helping to turn them out
faster and better—saving industry time,
money, and mistakes—speeding crucial
war production.
There is one reason \\hy Westinghouse was
able to create controlled atmosphere fur-
naces and lick decarburization. It is because
Westinjihouse is an engineer's company.
There are 3, ,^00 engineers in Westing-
house ... in service, in sales, in design, in
research, in management, in every branch of
the business. Hngineers hold key positions
in eacli of the 17 Divisions of the Westing-
house Company.
Engineers determine our ability to find
better ways to get jobs done. Engineers
direct the creation and manufacture of our
products. Upon engineers our success de-
pends.
Behind our training and our encourage-
ment of individual effort, there is a definite
purpose. Behind our organization set-up of
man\' divisions, which are like small com-
panies within a company, there is a definite
purpose. That purpose is to de\clop yi^img
engineers like you into the kind of cnginrt-rs
who will take good care of our ruKiic.
Westinghouse
'An Engineer's Company," Wettlnghouie Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh. Po.
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KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
• At Babcock & Wilcox, knowledge is literally
turned into power—more power from a ton of coal,
a barrel of oil, a cubic foot of gas, and even a cord
of wood.
For B&W—the nation's oldest and largest manu-
facturer of steam boilers—now, as always, carries
on the quest for new knowledge— in its labora-
tories, in the field, in many leading universities.
Wherever men design, construct or test steam-
generating equipment, they rely on data, formulas,
principles given to the world by B&W engineers.
FREE 14.PAGE BOOKLET
"The Design of Water-Tube Boiler Units," This
liberally illustrated booklet discusses the factors
involved in determining the proper type of
steam-generating unit for any given service. A
copy will be sent to you on request.
THt BABCOCK IWILCOX COMPANy 8i llBtRrr SIBEET NEW YORK N
BABCOCK & WILCOX
The Snpjap Calls It Heaven
lie sits all day. drilling the beau tiJul wood, lie has lots oj time.
Holes tvont be spaced right, but he doesn't care. He thinks it's cham-
pagne— the sap.
How different his neighbor heloiv. It has work to do— last, ac-
curate, continuous work. 10.80(1 holes per hour, 14,400 pistons per
day. No time to adjust or fuss with bearings.
America Demands Speed • • •
and gets it in this 9-spinclle Bradford Drilling Machine. 92 New
Departure ball bearings support its rapid fire spindles and other vital
parts. 92 positions where accuracy and rigidity are permanently
assured. It's no Sapjap.
. . . Engineers Only: A special bearing requires extra tooling and different
machine set-ups— delays the delivery of many standard bearings. To speed war
])roduction, consult a New Departure engineer as to availability of bearing tvpes
and sizes. Do this when your design is still "on the board." New De|)arlure,
Division of (General Motors, Bristol, Comi. Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco.
Newuepmliuie
THE FORGED /sTEEL BEARING 3078
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The pipe that can't keep a secret
LEFT: PYREX Pipe Liiwi—frum 1" to 4"
in diameter—are hung jnnrh like other types
of pijtinii. This picture sluurs the use of
slroi^ht lengths^ an "L'\ and tiro "T's".
ABOVE: 77iis close-up of 4" PYREX Piping
>hincs the parts used in aJoint: metal flanges^
ashesios inserts, and a gashet.
THIS ginger ale maker isasfinickv
as a New Knglaiid housewife.
(Probably why his ginger ale is an
Eastern best -seller.)
"I want pipe I can see through",
he said, "so I know it's elean. Pipe
that can't alter the fla\ or of my
product an\ more than the glass
bottles it is sold in. Darn it. I want
glass pipe!"
Glass pipe lines, made by Corning,
are a familiar sight in food, bever-
age, and chemical plants . . . paper
mills, refineries, explosives factories
. . . drug, medicine, and cosmetic
plants ... in short, wherever prod-
uct purity is vital.
HighK resistant to corrosion at-
tack. Coming's PYREX Piping
eliminates this cause of contamina-
tion. Transjiarrnt. it keejis no secrets
... a glance tells of flow, cleanliness,
color, sedinu-ntalion. \nd freedom
from pitting and scaling means long
life for these pipe lines, with low
maintenance costs.
Important ? Yes. For in today's
urgent program there's no place for
imjiure products, production stop-
page, high maintenance costs, or
wasted materials. And in manv in-
stances, glass has proved it can out-
perform metals, do an essential job
belter and at a lower cost.
To the engineer, this glass ]>iping is
important as an example of the
man\ -sidedness of glass in industry
and of Corning research in glass . . .
research that takes in its stride such
divergent tasks as the making of a
lin\ chemical-resistant glass spring,
smaller than M)ur tluunii. or the
casting of the world's largest tele-
scope mirror, a giant one-piece disc
20 tons in weight. Today more than"
ever Corning is heachpiarlers
for research in glass. Indus-
trial Division. Corning (ilass
Works, Corning, New York.
cORNING
means
Research in Glass
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MAGNESIUM •
from the sea . .
By August Uttich
Freshman in C hemical Engineering
Near the spot where Staiitord University students ilo
their daily labors, close to the present key city of San Fran-
cisco, a new plant has been erected; and late in August it
started commercial production of ingot magnesium. In Palo
Alto. California, the Permaneate Corporation has opened
the second plant in the L nited States for the production of
this metal, proving that it is possible and profitable to pro-
duce it by the reduction of the ore with carbon.
As an alloy, magnesium is most largely used in the
manufacture of airplanes. A single airplane, on the average,
uses QS5 pounds of magnesium in its construction. Crank-
cases, oil pans, pistons, landing and tail wheels, cockpit fit-
tings, door frames and housings are ideal parts of the planes
on which to reduce weight by the use of light magnesium
alloys. One hundred pounds, it is estimated, can be saved
by using magnesium instead of aluminum in the five foot
landing gears of some planes.
Though these uses seem most important in the present
emergency, and are. indeed, most important, they are by no
means the only commercial uses for the metal. Parts of
cameras, golf club heads, parts of typewriters, and artificial
limbs all employ, in their manuftcaure. alloys of magnesium.
It is a deoxidizer in metalhu'gy. It is extremely valuable in
flash bulbs and in flash powders. From this can be seen
its apparent use in incendary bombs and Hares.
After the war in 1918 two companies were producing
magnesium commercially. The American Magnesium Cor-
poration, however, discontinued and turned to manufactur-
ing magnesium alloys and fabricating alone. This left the
Dow Chemical Company the sole producers of ingot mag-
nesium. Their process, the Dow Process, is essentialh
electroh tic.
By taking advantage of differences in solubilities, a
relatively pure magnesium chloride salt can be obtained by
crystallization of brine taken from the sea, and sometimes
prepared from salt deposits. The impurities, magnesium
hydrate and calcium chloride, are removed by a carbonat-
ing process which concentrates the magnesium chloride and
leaves a chalk waste. From the magnesium chloride crys-
tals, the water of hydration must be removed. Five parts
of this can be driven oft by gentle heating, but the persistent
sixth requires a dry hydrogen chloride gas stream to pry it
loo.se from the compound. Fused magnesium chloride is
then electrolyzed to obtain '^9.95'^
'<
pure magnesium and
chlorine, which is likewise an invaluable product, especialh'
in wartime.
The method used by the American Magnesium Corpor-
ation during the last war, called the oxide or fluoride
process, was likewise electrolytic. Magnesite ores were cal-
cined, the oxide was fused, and to it was added barium
fluoride to make the bath more fluid and a very small
amount of sodium fluoride to conduct the current. When
FRONTISPIECE:
TV.\'s PICKWICK DAAI will picxUue an additional :!(! mil-
lion watts of electric power for defense industries when this
senerator shaft flange turns. .John KelcUer. veteran machinist,
is sliown making the hiire for the governor which iiiaintains
the speed of the 45 ton shaft at 81.« revs, per minute. (Cut
courtesy of Westinshouse).
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the current was passed through the bath molten magnesium
and oxygen were obtained. The chief difHculty in using
this procedure was the low solubilitv of the magnesium
oxide (0.1', ). In addition, a half pound of carbon anode
was consumed for each pound of resvdting magnesium.
Dr. Fritz Hansgirg over twelve years ago originated a
process for the production of ingot magnesium by reduction
with carbon. The Austro-Amcrican Magnesite Company
has been experimenting with this inexpensive method and has
for some time had a commercial plant in Radenthein,
Austria, and recently, in England and Korea. It was Dr.
Hansgirg who sviperviseil the building of the Permaneate
plant at Palo Alto, which began last March b\ certificate
of the (Office of Production Management.
In this process, magnesite ores, which will at first be
taken from Luning. Xev.ida. deposits (41.6', Mg.) must
be calcined as in the fluoride process. Anthracite, coke, or
charcoal are mixed with the magnesia in their ratio of
combination according to the equation:
MgO + C = Mg + CO
The mixture is finely ground, mixed with a tarry substance
and pressed into blocks. When these blocks are placed be-
tween the electrodes of an electric furnace at ^lOO'C and
the electric current passed, the carbon reduces the mag-
nesium according to the abo\e equation.
Magnesium vapor and carbon monoxide leave the fur-
nace at a temperature of 2000°C. If allowed to cool nor-
mally, a reaction the reverse of that above takes place,
reoxidizing a great part of the metal. But according to
the process outlined by Dr. Hansgirg, a gas. neutral to
magnesium, is introduced to "shock chill" the mixture, taking
the carbon monoxide by sin'prise, so to speak, before it can
recombine with the metal. The powdered magnesium dust
obtained is filtered through wool bags.
Yet. the engineering is not complete. The dvist is only
from sixty to sixty-five percent pure. The powder must
now be pressed and distilled. For this distillation, vacuum
retorts have been devised since hot magnesium burns vio-
lently in oxygen and air. Crystals of distillate are at last
melted and cast into ingots.
The residue from the vacuum retorts, which is nothing
but recombined magnesia and carbon, is again briquetted so
that no waste occurs there. The "chilling gas" is often
hydrogen. In this case, the monoxide can be removed
through action with steam and lime. In the Permaneate
plant, natural gas is being employed, which, after its use in
"chilling." is led as water gas to the nearby cement mill
to be burned as a fuel. It requires over twenty volumes of
"chilling gas" to lower one volume of the magnesium vapor
and monoxide to the necessary 200"C. The gas can be
used over without repair till a 7 or 8*7 CO concentration
is reached. The power required is only 22000 kilowatt
hours per ton of metal.
The only difficulties of this procedure are the ilangers
in handling the explosive magnesium powder and the equally
explosive hydrogen or natural gas. It seems, however, that
imder the direction of Dr. Hansgirg these difficulties have
been overcome.
In a government sponsored test plant in Pullman. W^ash-
ington. revisions of the Hansgirg method are being tried.
.Most important of these is the use of oil pressure to chill
the gaseous mixture. This eliminates danger from an ex-
plosive gas and since the oil absorbs the magnesium dust
and forms a film around the exit of the products, greatly
reduces the danger from the metal itself.
The production of magnesium is a growing industry
that will be important in war or in peace. And the new
Hansgirg method, quick and inexpensive, is another triumph
for science and engineering.
Bigger Fiitiire Seen for
SUBMARINES •
of the United States Navy
Although the inception ot the subniaiine boat dates back
to the seventeenth century, it was not until three hiuiiired
years later that practical development was begun. The rapid
development that has since taken place is realized by re-
sults of its use in the first World War and in the present
conflict.
In 1900 the U. S. Navy added its first submarine. The
ship was torpedo shaped, had a length of 33 feet, a beam
of 10 feet, and a 74 ton displacement.
DEVELOPMENT OF SUBMARINE
Many varied engineering problems were yet to be solved,
however, before the submarine could be effectively used as
an implement of war. The distribution of weight, for ex-
ample, is of prime importance for, vmlike a surface vessel,
the submarine has a comparatively small reserve buoyance.
It is suspended like a balance scale and must be in equili-
brium in a horizontal position. The balancing moments
about this point must be gained as far as possible by the
distribution of all machinery, equipment, and fixed articles
because the displacement limitations allow only a relatively
small weight of permanent ballast to be utilized, and can
be of but little assistance in effecting the trim. The laws of
submarine navigation demand that the center of gravity and
the center of buoyancy be kept as far apart as possible.
Speed and power estimation is a second engineering prob-
lem of great importance. In estimating the speed and power
required for the propulsion of a certain proposed design,
there are three factors which determine propulsive effici-
ency : engine efficiency, propeller efficiency, and hull effic-
iency. The propulsive efficiency is the ratio between the
E. H. P. (or two-rope Horse Power) and the I. H. P.
taken at the cylinders of the engine. In actual practice, this
value ranges from 42 to 62 per cent of the I. H. P. The
final verdict as to the actual efficiency is based on a chart
of speed and power curves which must be drawn up to ac-
company each new design.
The first practical means of motive power installed in a
submarine was the steam engine, but this was found to be
of little use in such an application. Internal combustion en-
gines solved the problem to some extent, but obviously these
could not be used for submerged locomotion.
ELECTRICAL POWER PLANTS
Although the ideal form of power plant for the sub-
marine is one that is capable of operation both when the
submarine is on the surface and when submerged, so far
as is now known no such s\'stem has \et been devised. At
the present time the submarine is equipped with a Diesel
engine for surface operation and with a direct current motor
for use below water levels. The precnt motors are ruggedly
bvn'lt, have their armatures mounted on the main shafting of
the engines, and are well insulated. They are interpolar,
D. C. ventilated type, capable of running in either direction
imder great variations in load. They are often operated at
an overload of as much as 90 per cent without injurious
heating. A potential difference of about 70 volts is allowed
at the field terminals to provide for speed regulation when
running as a motor and for adjustment of \olt;ige when
operating as a generator. When the Diesel engine drives the
motor as a generator, storage batteries of the "Lead Cell"
or of the "Edison" type are charged. Neither type of battery
may be called ideal for this use, though rather efficient
operation is secured by the use of either.
The problem of navigation for some time was of great
consequence in the effective use of submarines. Until the
advent of the gyroscopic compass, navigation was more or
less a combination of dead reckoning and luck, for the hull
is constructed of magnetic material and large electrical
currents flow throughout the ship constantly during opera-
tion, the variations of the needle of an ordinary magnetic
compass rendered it useless in submarine navigation. At-
tempts were made to overcome these difficulties by mount-
ing the compass outside the ship in a composition helmet, but
all attempts of such a nature proved frvutless, and were
finally given up with the invention of the gyroscopic com-
pass. Navigation worries were over.
The advance in communication systems and signaling
devices has kept pace with the rapid improvement made in
other submarine equipment. For surface navigation, the
submarine is equipped with practically the same signaling
devices as any other shipflags, sirens, bells, and lights. For
outside comnumication, a wireless sending and receiving set
is among the usual equipment. Hut here too. engineers have
yet to solve some problems, for at the present time the radio
can be used only when the boat is on the surface of the
water. It is now necessary to break all electrical connec-
tions on the outside of the hull and close a watertight joint
before going under water. No wireless messages can then
be sent or received until the submarine returns to the sur-
face and the radio is literally reinstalled on the ship's deck.
UNDERSEA LIVING
Perhaps the factor which should be considered as sec-
ondary only to efficiency and safety is habitability. At its
best, service on a submarine is almost "a dog's life." The
physical endurance of the crew is one of the chief factors
which now limit the radius of action of a submarine ; hence
every possible effort should be and is being made for the
crew's comfort. Comfortable berths, dry lockers for storing
clothing, wide decks for fair weather cruising, and an effi-
cient heating plant all make for this end. An electric range
and ice box are among other items which make for the con-
tentment on the part of the crew.
Looking to the use, past and present, of the submarine
in the present conflict, we arrive at a safe and sane conserva-
tive deduction as to what the future development of the
submarine will bring about. Certainly the goals to be at-
tained are evident: a roomier craft to provide for a less
cramped crew's quarters; a new power plant which will
operate both above and below the surface of the sea; a new
development in radio which will provide outside communi-
cation during the time of submersion ; an increase in surface
speeds and crin'sing range; further improvements in mine
laying apparatus, cable cutting de\ices, and more efficient
means for the rapid handling of torpedoes.
Engineering must march onward with America to vic-
tory !
^
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1942 ELECTRICAL SHOW
FEATURES VICTORY PROGRAM April 9, 10, 11
Every two years our campiLs is stirred b\' the appi<iach
of a most singular attraction. Emotions run high and amid
the wondering and anticipation young lovers substitute for
their usual topics of conversation prolonged discussions
about this forthcoming event. "What, " you may well ask,
"can this awe-inspiring thing be?" "A personal appearance
of (npsv Rose Lee? the 'Dance of the Seven Veils'?" No,
the big event is the 1942 ELECTRICAL SHOW!
.\Liintaining their reputation built up in years past, stu-
dents of the Electrical Engineering and Engineering
Physics departments have planned a show which is both
entertaining and instructive. For those of scientific bent,
there will be such exhibitions as the high-voltage Tesla Coil,
capable of producing 12-foot sparks; the "Floating Dish-
pan"; and many others. For those of less scientific ten-
dencies, such attractions as the Kiss-O-Meter will be fea-
tured. The «,ff of this interesting device we will leave to
your imagination—only one guess needed !
It was suggested that in view of de\elopments dating
from December 7, last, we abandon plans for a show this
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\ear. It was decided, however, that a show this >ear could
definitely contribute to the public morale by focusing the
attentions of the public to the great advances on the front
of Engineering. In keeping with the times, the imderhing
theme chosen for the 1942 show is "National Defense."
Many exhibits will this \ear be of a military nature, such
as the radio-controlled tank, or perhaps a model of a mag-
netic mine now under construction. Other exhibits, while
not of obvious military character, will suggest a definite
military application. It is hoped an exhibit demonstrating
the micro-wave phenomenon may be made. These ultra
high frequency radio waves may be used for the detection of
enemy airships and submarines far more effectively than
an\' other medium. Ob\iously care must be made to not
liberate military secrets by such an exhibition.
The dates for this year's show include April 9, 10, and
1 1. Circle the.se dates on your calendar and plan to attend.
The combined efforts of the Engineering Physics and Elec-
trical Engineering departments will guarantee you'll never
regret it!
Professor Kerst*s
BETATRON
New Electronic Developement
By Robert E. McCleary
Junior in Mechanical Enfiinccriiifi
Tall, young, Professor Donald Kerst of the University
of Illinois Physics Department has just completed the in-
stallation of a machine which develops the most powerful
X-ray in the world, and has many important possibilities in
industry, medicine and atomic research.
It is called "The most important invention of a decade
in the field of atomic physics," by President Arthur Ciitts
Willard, head of the University of Illinois and himself a
noted engineer.
The name Beta-tron is a combination of words. Beta
refers to the electrons, or Beta particles which are acceler-
ated, and 'tron' is a Greek word meaning "agency for pro-
ducing."
The machine is now installed in the new Abbot power
plant, within a two-foot thick wall of concrete blocks to
shield its penetrating rays. It is an induction electron ac-
celerator, doing for the electron what the C\clotron does
for the positive ions. In it, electrons, the ncgativelv charged.
Closeup view iif t\\v "(l(Mi;;hiuit," heart of llif ISetatrcm.
Professor D. V. Kerst of I'niversit.x ul llliiKiis
with Betatron. General view.
satelite particles of atoms are accelerated to a velocity of
nearly that of light, 186,000 miles per second, the fastest
ever attained by artificial means.
A doughnut-shaped vacuum tube placed between the
poles of a powerful magnet from the heart of this revolu-
tionary device. Inside the tube, magnetically guided elec-
trons are accelerated for 200 miles in a circular orbit, ob-
taining an energy of 20,000,000 volts before crashing into
a tungsten target where X-rays of the same voltage are
generated. The X-rays are equal in intensity to the gamma
rays from 1000 grams of radium, more than the present
world's extracted supply.
The machine weighs 4 tons, to the massive Cyclotron's
<S0 tons. Its electro-magnet is 5 feet long, 2 feet wide, and
.1 feet high, and contains between its poles the doughnut
tube whose outer diameter is 18 inches and whose inner
diameter is 12 inches. A steady push of as much as 70 volts
per revolution, speeds each electron on its dizzy journey.
The Cyclotron cannot accelerate electrons, and high ve-
locity electron beams have not kept pace with experiments
done on positive ions by that machine. Former machines
have reached a practical limit of electron acceleration of
1/6 Dr. Kert's machine, or 3 million volts.
Furthermore, there seems to be no limit to the energy
of the induction accelerator. Apparently its effective volt-
age can be increased indefinitely. Dr. Kerst directed his ef-
forts toward the development of a 100 million volt accelator
and spent the past year at the (leneral Flectric Research
Laboratory, building his present intermediate 20 million volt
Beta-tron.
It was while a bid was being solicited tor the manu-
facture of the 100 million volt machine to be built for the
I niversity of Illinois that the Compain confiscated his
plans in order to make the machine for themselves.
Scientists here believe that such a machine may artificial-
ly produce Cosmic-ray phenomena. At present, journeys to
lonely mountain tops are necessary for study of these mys-
terious rays from outer space. Perhaps a year's work on
Cosmic rays could be accomplished in a day by a machine
which produced Cosmic ray effects in the laboratory.
OPERATION . . .
In the purely diagramatic drawings on this page are
seen the principle elements of the accelerating tube. At
lower left is seen the magnetic flux which is produced in the
laminated field magnets by the AC current from points A
to B on the sine wave shown. About 20 watts are ab-
sorbed b\ the whirhng electrons, which mcrease their masses
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40 fold because of the relativity effect as they approach the
speed of light.
All engineers who have taken physics will realize that
if the doughnut tube contained loops of wire instead of
whirling electrons, the changing magnetic flux would cause
an E..M.F. of (f) NXlO-** volts, where (f) was the flux,
and N the number of turns of wire, to be induced in the
loops.
This is the neucleiis of the revolutionary idea for such
high voltages and electron velocities as obtained in this
niachitie. Actually the loops of wire (corresponding to the
secondary of a transformer coil) are replaced by electrons
which circle 450, ()()() times, the equivalent of the same num-
ber of turns of wire, with a 70 volt peak per revolution.
The hot filament glows continuously and electrons are
injected into the doughnut by sudden application of a po-
tential difference between the filament and the injector
shield. This voltage is applied briefh' at time A. approxi-
mately. After injection, electrons are caught and started on
their dizzy trips. Dotted lines show how the electrons are
curves toward the normal orbit and wavers from side to
side before finally settling down to whirl 450,000 times
about the tube in the time the current has changed from A
to R, 1-720 second.
An additional surge of flux through the center of the
orbit, when magnetic field has reached peak value, H, ex-
pands the orbit outwardly, causing the electrons to impinge
upon back of injection structure, which acts as a target.
This tungsten target so bombarded, emits powerful
X-rays in a strong concentrated, directional beam, as shown.
As soon as the current wave has traveled 2 H or 1-180
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second, the same cycle repeats itself. Electrons are whirled
one way, only. The tube waalls are 1-4 inch thick and its
silvered inside surfaces are grounded. Occasionally a stray
molecule of gas is struck by the whirling electrons and
X-rays may be emitted in an\ direction, right through the
walls of glass.
The X-rays have been shown able to conxert copper to
its radioactive isentrope which then ilecays to nickel. In
principle, every element known is susceptible to this trans-
mutating effect.
Professor Kerst was born in (ialena, Illinois, and later
lived in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin. There, while helping a
neighbor build an amateur radio station, he became in-
terested in science. He attended the University of Wiscon-
sin, where he received his AB. degree in 1934 and his Phd.
degree in 1937. He is an honored member of Phi Beta
Kappa, Sigma Xi. and (^lamma Alpha.
At Wisconsin, he did researcii work w ith Dr. Ra\ni()nd
Herb and Dr. David B. Parkinson with pressure electro-
static machines. This work attracted attention in scientific
circles, and led several institutions to construct similar ma-
chines for neuclear research.
Then Professor Kerst worked for a year on X-ray tubes
in the General Electric X-ray Corporation laboratory in
Chicago. In 1938, he came to the University of Illinois,
where he built the first electron accelerator, a table-top size
machine of 2 and 1 2 nu'llion volt energy.
Much more will undoubtedh' be heard of the Beta-tron,
for research with it has scarcely begun. The l'ni\ersit\' may
be justly proud to have on the faculty such a ilistinguished
and competent a genius as Professor Kerst.
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Fluorescent
Lighting
Modern
Illumination
*
By Hayward L. Talley
Freshman in Electrical Engineeriua
(Illustratidiis <oiirli's.v (iencral
KIcctric ('mii|):in>
.
)
Siicildiiifi an abuiulancc ot pleasing light over the draw-
ing board, the office desk, the drill, the lathe, and the kit-
chen table, is a new type of lighting unit which has won
the praise of the draftsman, stenographer, industrial worker,
and homemaker alike. During 1941 alone o\er twenty-two
bdlion fluorescent tubes were purchased by the American
public.
Actually, fluorescent illumination is not as new as it
woidd seem, for as earh as 1 S7l) a Spamsh physician, Nic-
Ucldw: Device lestiiin the hiislitness of IIUDiesei-iit powders
used ill the riuoicsceiit lamps, to assure users of maximuni light
output throughout lamp life.
In war imi.strie.s, fiuores<-eiit li^htiii^ is helpn.^ to speetl up
production. Here a welder is "doiriK his part" on the nisht shift
in an airplane factor,^.
colo Monardes, noticed that when a tincture of a certain
type of wood was illuminated it took on a blue color. Three
centuries later the English physicist. Sir (j. C. Stokes, de-
termined the true nature of the phenomenon, and called it
flunrescciicc.
About 1SS4, Edison discovered that if inside an ex-
hausted incandescent electric lamp of the ordinary type, a
third wire is introduced, insulated from the filament con-
nections, and maintained at a voltage positi\e with respect
to the filament, then a current would flow across the vacu-
um inside the tube from the third wire to the filament as
long as the filament was incandescent, but that the cmrent
ceased as soon as the filament became cold. This phenomenon
was called the Edison Effect.
These facts established by Stokes and Edison are the
elementary foundation upon which modern flouroscent light-
ing is based. In contrast to the well known filament lamp
in which electricit\ flows from one lead wire to another
i
i
(ilass (ultini; lieic inuryes from a furnace in scmiliquid form.
through the solid tungsten wire, thus heating it to uican-
descence, the fluorescent lamp makes use of ultra-\iolet
enei'gy to activate a fluorescent material coat on the inside
of the tube's surface.
The lamp in its present form consists of a tubidar glass
bulb with two external contacts at each i:ni\ which are con-
nected to cnileil tiiiigsteii-wire electroiles. Also within the
tube is a small drop of mercury and pure argon gas at a
low pressure. When electricity passes into the lamp, the
mercury, vaporizes. Presently, with the aid of the argon
gas, an arc forms between the electrodes at each end of the
tube. Although the arc gives off a little light, most of the
radiation generated is invisible ultraviolet light. The powder
on the inner surface of the bulb converts this invisible radi-
ation into visible light whose color depends upon the powder
ingredients.
In common with all electric discharge apparatus, fluores-
cent lamps require auxiliary control equipment. The func-
tion of the starting auxiliaries is to create a momentarily
high-voltage impulse in order to establish an arc between
the electrodes. The auxiliary consists of two principal ele-
ments; an iron core choke coil (ballast) which limits the
arc current and a starting switch which momentarily closes
and then opens the electrode heating circuit. Each lamp re-
quires a separate auxiliary, although the elements of two or
more lamps may be contained in a single unit. Specifically
designed ballast equipment is required for each wattage size,
for each frequency, and for each voltage range.
When fluorescent lamps were first introduced a num-
ber of starting methods such as thermal switch, resonant,
and magnetic switch types were utilized. Recently, how-
Hun<lre<ls of tuhes, now hard and cut lo lenytli, have been
stacked hi readiness for assenibl.v as M^htin^ units.
ever, a switch known as the gloiv sivildi operating on the
thermal principle has been manufactured. This new start-
ing device is about 1 inch long and about 3-8" in diameter.
It resembles a minature electric lamp, and contains an
easily ionized gas and two bi-metallic electrodes which serve
as the switch contacts. The switch is connected in series
with the fluorescent lamp electrodes ; when the current
is turned on a glow discharge is created between the nor-
mally open switch contacts of the bi-metallic electrodes. The
heat of the flow causes the contacts to close. At this point
the lamp electrodes are heated to a bright red color. As the
contact closes the glow discharge automatically ceases, al-
lowing the bi-metal elements to cool and separate, opening
the switch and striking the arc in the lamp. The whole
operation from the time the current is applied until the
arc is established requires only one to two seconds.
Power consuming apparatus of the inductive class such
as coils and other current limiting devices have a lagging
power factor. For this reason the equation for power applied
to fluorescent lamp installation is: Watts=voltsX amperes
Xpower factor. The power factor of the average fluorescent
lamp itself is about QO per cent. Due to the ballast choke,
however, the power factor for the complete unit is reduced
to 5(1 or b(l per cent. This low power factor is expensive and
undesirable, hence in order to improve the power factor,
a suitable condenser is connected across the choke coil. In
the case of two lamps operated from ballasts housed in tiie
same unit, the split filutsc principle is used ; one of the lamps
is ballasted by inducti\e reactance onl\' and the other h\ in-
ductance and capacitance in series.
Comparing fluorescent equipment with its preilecessor,
the tungsten (filament lamp), the filament lamps produced
a great amount of radiant heat; fluorescent lamps produce
Finished fluoreseent lightins; tiil)es are assembled on raclts for
final inspection and test.
about one-foLuth that protluced b\ filament lamps for the
same amount of light delixcred. The fluorescent tube, for
this reason, is well adapted for nearby use. Fluorescent
equpiment has a Irm- surface hric/htricss. making it possible
to increase the comfort level of a lighting system, and
(Please sec page 22)
Below: Liylit outpnt test—one of the scores of tests b.v means
of which the manufacturers assure users they are getting the
best in (lualit.v.
NAMES
in the neics
By William R. Schmit/.
1' reshnian in Chemical Engineering
BOB DEBS
Bob Debs is a ineiiiber of Sigma Phi Delta, Sigma Tau,
Pi Mu Epsiloii, and coiiesponding secretary of Tan I?eta
Pi. Last year Bob was general chairman of the music
committee for the music hour at the L nion Building. Tall,
thick-spectacled and dark haired, this remarkable person-
ality hides behind an easy smile.
As you might suppose, music is one of Bob's hobbies.
Another hobb\', which you would be equalh' luilikely to
guess, is hitch-hiking. In fact. Bob likes it so well that he
hitchhiked all the way to New York and back last sum-
mer. And if you don't know why he would go that far,
just remember the rumor—It was to see a certain little
lady. He wouldn't tell your columnist whether she was a
blonde, brunette, or a red-head, but he admits liking all
three
!
He tells freshmen to form two things quickl\—study
habits and friendships. He says that at Illinois you will
meet people who will be your friends for life, and the best
thing is to make as many friendships as possible.
Bob has found particular enjoyment in mathematics,
physics, and English literature. As an engineering physicist
BILL (iKOI{(;E
Bob expects to go mto research and development work. He
is very interested in X-rays and electronics. His laudable
hope is to be able to dn something of benefit to science and
man.
BILL WUELLNER
Home town boy makes good! That is the story of Bill
Wuellner. Bill is a resident of L rbana and lives very close
to the campus. Bill thinks that he has an ad\antage over the
other fellows in being able to stay at home. He appreciates
those home-cooked meals, but wishes that he was a little
more independent and did not ha\e to account for his
every move.
Bill is also an electrical engineer of some reknown.
Specializing in power. Bill once came close to having an
accident. He caught hold of a 220 volt wire and coidd not
let loose. (He lived to tell us about it.) Bill is a member
of Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Eta Sigma, Beta Kappa. Phalanx,
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T.N.T., Pershing Rilfcs, A.I.E.E., and is chairman of the
forth-coming Electrical Show.
Bill is a true gentleman, scholar, and soldier. Right
now. Bill's main thought is military. He is looking forward
to his sojourn in the army with enthusiasm. A Cadet Cap-
tain in the Engineers, Bill puts in about ten hours a week
on military subjects and drill. Although he is not looking
ahead into the future too much. Bill admits that he would
like after the war to have a responsible position with a
good salary, a nice home, and a good wife.
He likes the same things that you and I like, including
the ever popular female. He says that Illinae are a fine
bunch of girls, but insists that we make "co-ed" singular.
Not only is he a good tennis and golf player, but he is also
a good bowler. His pet peeve is that he can never fiiul a
bowling alley open when he wants to go bowling.
JOHN FICOR
John Ficor, senior M. E., is a quiet, mild-mannered
individual with a great love for engineering. Interested in
engineering since his early boyhood, John began looking
about for the best engineering school. Quite naturally he
chose Illinois, chiefly because of the reputations of the
engineering professors here.
Although John doesn't have a whole lot of spare time,
he says that outside activities are vital to a college stu-
dent's life. He particularly stressed that these activities
should tie up with your profession some way. Some of the
organizations to which he belongs are: Phi Eta Sigma,
Sigma Tau, Pi Tau Sigma. Tau Beta Pi, Scabbard and
Blade, and A.S.M.E. He holds the rank of Cadet Captain
in the Field Artillery.
This stal\\'art son from Madison, HI., has a few hobbies
that he likes to pursue in his spare time: building model
airplanes and reading fiction books, pla\ing baseball and
swimming. Also a music lover, especially of light opera,
John's favorite piece is Andre Kostelanetz's Bcijin The
Hiz/iiinc.
Right now, John is interested in writing a thesis on
the photo-elastic investigation of design of railwa\ car-
wheels. Principalh' interesteil in design and power, John
has especialh liked his T. A. M. and Design courses here
at school, which nia\ contribute to his good 4.^^ scholastic
average.
John likes the way the campus is laid out, but insists
that the Alma IVIater statue is in the wrong place. He be-
lieves that it should be in a more iirominent place, and we
are inclined to agree with him.
GEORGE DACEY
The greatest music lover of the E. E.'s is genial heavy-
set (George Dacey. (leorge's interest in music dates back to
{Ph'dse sec page 22)
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TECHNOCRACKED
By Edward C. Tudor
Senior in Electrical I:ni>inccriiiii
Kvfii with a war in full s\\in<i tlicic is still a preponder-
ance of humor availahic along all the walks of life. We
would like to pass along a iew of the more inane items from
the newspapers that we think deserve comment.
For instance, two Chicago policemen who went to the
rescue of a duck, apparently frozen in Lake Michigan, fell
into the icy water. The duck flew away. This bird has
evidently been reading the comic strips.
"You can provide food, bedding, and shoes for a horse
today for 50 cents a day."—New York Daily Mirror.
—Wanna bet?
Headline: "Speed Wastes Tires." And pedestrians, too!
"Wanted—Fireman. Hotel experience. Apply sober. 3t),i
Times."—New York Times. Need we say anything!
"A whispered word in Dallas, Tex., that only black
candles would be allowed in blackouts caused a run on
them. One dealer sold 10,000 before the public became
aware of the hoax."—St. Louis (iIobe-Democrat. Quick
Jeeves, the gold bricks.
"Hess is where he ought to be,"—Churchill. If this be
the case we hope Dante had the right idea about things
down there.
"Dishwater recommended as poison antidote." No
thank you, we'll put up with the arsenic.
It's a duty to drive carefully club is told." And against
the law to drive any other way, in case you're interested.
76 tires stolen in city; 76 permits for new ones issued."
Well, at least they're holding their own.
Then there's always some good ones from the war
situation, to wit:
—
Headline: "Nazis Willing to Rule the World." We'll
bet that if they had half a chance they'd fight to do it.
"Cjoebbels tells (lermany it will win or lose all. " We
get the impression that he's half right at tliat.
"Biggest gun in arm\ on (lis|ila\ in Chicago. " (Juard it
well, fellows, don't let those Chicago torpedoes get holil of
that thing.
"War work aided b\ suiplus corn." At least it helps
some Kngineers to foiget their worldly troubles.
"Another (lerman (leneral ailing. " Better rush a sur-
geon, Adolph, before the guy gets well.
And along the same lines: "So\iet Amhassadoi' ui '1 okyo
leaving because of ill health. ' lle'd better hurry before the
Japs decide to operate.
We understand that there aic so many office-holders in
Washington now that the government is putting names
on revolving doors. In fact, a railroad ticket agent fainted
at his window the other da\ when a man asked for a round-
trip ticket to Washington.
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It is standard practice these days when entering a night
club for one to hang his hat and coat on a fireplug and
check the spare tire. #
We know it was T;ille\ r;uul, but it might well h;i\e
been "Buck" Knight, who said of coffee, "It must be pure
as an angel, strong as love, black as the devil, and hot as
We just finished (iroucho Marx's new book on income
taxes, "Many Happy Returns." We're convinced that a
better title would have been "Many Slap-happy Returns."
The book greatly clarifies ou rquestions on the case of a
befuddled fellow in Berkley, Cal.. who made out his tax
return then committed suicide. A tavern owner in Chicago
found an easier way out. After tax auditors had billed him
for :!';1700 he replied with the following laconic note,
—
"Tavern is yours, I'm going Jap hunting.
"
From Howard Brubaker in The New Yorker, "Many
officials of the Coolidge and Hoover administrations are
being pressed into the service of their country. In this crisis,
our leaders are not too proud to use reclaimed Republicans."
Directions for extinguishing an incendiary bomb from
the San Francisco Chronicle; "If water is applied too rapid-
ly, an explosion is likely. Never apply water directh' from
a bucket. The best method is the application of water di-
rectly from a bucket." We're giving odds on the bomb.
[PIease sec page 19)
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Remember
Last Year?
For a smoofh evening
it's the engineer's dance
at the Union 6a//room
Slide Ride . . .
SHUFFLE
FRIDAY, MARCH 20
Informal
Tickets to Engineers $1.75 per couple
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What does it take to smooth
a Warbird's Feathers ?
A wingspread of 212 feet
...every inch preened
sleek as satin! The per-
fect smoothness of the
metal sheathing on Amer-
ican warbirds like the
B-19, world's mightiest
bomber, isn't there for
looks. It's essential to
top performance. How do
they get the flawless
sheets of metal used to
make airplanes? They're
rolled out by the ton by
giant steel rolls. And
keeping the surfaces of
these rolls ground to
almost perfect accuracy
and finish is another
of the vital contribu-
tions of Carborundum-
made wheels to America's
defense
.
Thousands of other products for defense and
for normal needs are made by the rolling
process. Plate glass for your car, steel
rails, plastics, tin plate and paper are
only a few. And since their surfaces can be
only as perfect as the faces of the rolls
that roll them, finish is highly important.
Today, surface quality of rolls can be main-
tained to within a few millionths of an
inch by the use of Carborundum-made grinding
wheels.
The same skill and experience that have helped
develop modern roll grinding technique will be
at your disposal in any industry with which
you may become associated. Whatever the use of
grinding wheels or coated abrasives. Carborundum
engineers are ready at all times to advise and
help. The Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls,
New York.
CARBORiyjOUIA
Carborundum urid Aloxile urc reKi>4tt;re(l Irodtf (imrka of
andindiLHteiiiBnufaL'tureby Thu (-HrhorundiimCdmuany.
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Return of
the Carbon
Age
Carbon . . . one of Nature's oldest
and most plentiful materials ... is
making possible some of industry's
newest achievements.
In the chemical industry, massive
black towers of carbon . . . erected in
incredibly short periods of time . . .
speed the delivery of vital acids. The
all-carbon electrostatic precipitator...
built of carbon from the bottom to the
top of the stack ... is now an actuality.
Such towers can be erected in as little
as a week's time! Staunchly immwie
to corrosion and thermal shock, they
should last indefinitely.
Today
. , . due to basic and ap-
plied research into the proper-
ties of carbon and graphite . . .
it is possible to obtain these
black, wonder-working materials
in such a variety of forms-
blocks, bricks, beams, tubes, pipes, and fittings
. .
. even valves and pumps . . . that almost any
size or shape of structure can be built from
them. For making tight joints, which give the
structure uniform properties throughout, spe-
cial carbon- and graphite-base cements have
been developed.
Undisturbed by the torture of heat,
carbon is also a '"must" in the met-
allurgicul industry. Carbon cannot
be melted . . . will not soften . . .
and has remarkable dimensional
stability even at incandescent heat.
In addition, it will not flake off and
hot metal will not stick to it. That
is why it is ideal for such uses as
, cores, and plugs . . . for the lining of
furnaces . . . and for sampling-dippers.\ Because electric-furnace graphiteconducts heat even better thanmost metals, it is becoming in-
creasingly important in the man-
ufacture of heat exchangers for
the processing of corrosive
liquids and gases.
These new uses for carbon and graphite . .
.
added to the almost interminable list of uses
that existed before . . . make this era truly
a carbon age. Your inquiries are cordially
in\'ited.
The strides made in the development of
structural carbon, and in the uses of other
carbon and graphite products, are greatly
facilitated by the technical assistance of other
L'nits of Union Carbide and Carbon Corpora-
tion including The lAnde Air Products Com-
pany, Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corpora-
tion, Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes
Stellite Company, and inion Carbide and
Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc. — all of
uhich collaborate tcith IS'ational Carbon Com-
pany in research into the properties and ap-
plications of carbon and graphite.
N.\TIOINAL CARBOiN COMPANY, INC.
I'nit of I'nion Cttrbiiie and Carbon i.urpuralion
30 East 42nd Street [TH3 New York, N. Y.
Tbii utl-carbon vUctrostulic prvcip*
itatur stands 55 fvet, 2 inches high.
TECHNOCRACKED
( . . . frrjiii l>iu/f 16)
Daffynitioiis: Uif^aniist—a man who ilofsn'r kniiw wlu-n
hf's had enough.
Wf note that Donald Xelson is one of the three most
noted Nelsons in history, the other two being Lord Nelson
and half Nelson.
The only spy killed o\er here was sideswiped b\ a taxi-
cab in New York's Times Square. And they took tile d liv-
er's license away for two months!
We close with the following reproduction of some of
the questions and answers supplied by Gracie Allen on a
routine questionnaire filled out when she reported for her
newest picture.
Professional name
—
"Gracie Allen" (big letters).
Travel: cities and countries, with dates—"Have travel-
led, but not with dates. When I have a date I'd rather
park than travel, wouldn't you ?"
Where educated—"Partly in school, iiarth listening to
the Quiz Kids."
Weight—"Yes, but not \xhere it should be."
Military record, if any—"Have one record: Soiisa's
'Stars and Stripes Forever' and play it all the time."
How often attend picture shows—"Two or three times
—after that a picture gets monotonous."
What would do if out of pictures—"I don't know.
If you can find out what Clark (^able does out of pictures
I'd be glad to help him."
(Odious, huh ?
We now retire to the seclusion of our padded cell to
ponder that omnipresent problem during air air-raid:—
whether to hide in the cellar and let the house fall in on us,
or to hide in the attic and fall in with the house.
H-ral lUcctii,- Cu.
Nif;ht view i>l' illiiininati-(l erossiim.
Sodium Vapor Lights
Protect Grade Crossings
Illumination of grade crossings may greatly improve
dri\ing safety records. Sodium lights installed at several
grade crossings in Faribault, Minn., have helped cut night
accidents, according to records of the railroad's claim de-
partment. The lights are of the open type and utilize a
l(),()l)0-lumen sodium lamp in a horizontal position. Two
lights are installed at each crossing on Division, Third, and
Foiu'th Streets.
Prior to tlie sodium lighting, two night accidents oc-
curred in three years at these crossings. The cases involved
automobiles striking the sides of freight trains, and both
occurred between midnight and 6 a. m. Two other acci-
dents also occurred in this period, one happening in day-
light and the other time unknown. In the three years fol-
lowing installation of the lights, onl\' two accidents have
happened at the crossings—both in daylight.
More than one and a third billion lamps, a new record,
were sold in the United States during IO4I, it is reported
in the annual review of the electrical industry by Guy Bart-
lett. The estimated total of l,35U,OUU,UUO included 718,-
000,000 large and 610,000,0 miniature incandescent lamps,
and 22,00,00 fluorescent lamps. Miniature lamps include
automobile, flishlight, and similar lamps.
^ Buy U. S. Defense Bonds and Stamps -^
Big Interview?
The engineer who's on his toes
will make sure he looks his best
by seeing Lee at
CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
Due East from Physics Lab.
For That Morning SNACK
or a
DINNER from soup to nuts
Engineers go across the street from
the Physics Building to
CHARLIE'S
RESTAURANT
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GERMAN AIRCRAFT
RADIO
. . .
Not Equal to U. S. Types
Some weeks ago a (jerinan fighter plane, a Messer-
schmidt 109, was shot down over the Thames estuary. Ar-
rangements were made to have the plane shipped to the
United States, enabling American engineers to examine the
plane and the equipment which it carried.
The radio equipment installed in the plane included a
receiver, a low-power transmitter, and a power supply
unit. In general, each unit was ruggedly built. The chassis
of each unit is a light weight casting, manufactured from
Elektron, a special allo\' replacing aluminum or steel.
The units themselves are interconnected with cable and
waterproof coupling plugs. The cable is fibre covered, and
unlike the shielded rubber co\ered cable used in American
designs, humidity and abrasion could cause considerable
damage. The absence of metallic shielding also makes pos-
sible the entrance of undesirable interference set up by the
ignition system of the plane.
THE RECEIVER occupies 730 cubic inches and
weighs thirteen pounds. It is a five tube single band radio
covering a range of from 2,500 to 3,700 kilocycles. The
superhetrodyne circuit employs the five tubes as follows:
first RF, detector-oscillator, first IF, second detector, and
audio output. Plate leads are brought out at the top of the
tube. A similar circuit layout was perfected here ten years
ago employing tube No. 24 (R-F Amplifier Tetrode) and
No. 35 (Super-Control R-F Amplifier Pentode). No. 24
also is used as a bias detector.
The coils used in the receiver are all of the air-tuned
type, and even though Germany pioneered in the develop-
ment and application of iron core coils, none are used ex-
cept in the second IF transformer. None of the coils are
impregnated with a wax protecti\e coating, and without
doubt extreme temperatures could do them tremendous
damage.
The recei\er output is designed for 8,0011 Li load and
the maximum power output is about 70 Milliwatts. The
receiver selectivity varies from 10 microvolts at the higher
frequencies to 60 microvolts at the lower end of the band.
The IF frequency of the receiver is 250 kilocycles, and
the first IF transformer is double tuned, while the second
has but one tuned circuit.
Ceramic resistors and condensors are used extensively
and each is color-coded for easy identification. All resistors
and condensors are mounted on a ceramic terminal board.
Ceramic components are used throughout the set much the
same as we use bakelite and plastics.
THE TRANSMITTER occupies 785 cubic inches of
space, and has a weight of twenty pounds. It is composed
of four tubes, used as follows: straight feedback oscillator,
2 RF amplifiers, and a single tube as the modulation equip-
ment. Provision is made for the addition of a second tube
of the last type in order to supply more audio voltage to
the grid of the power amplifier tube if it is subjected to high
plate voltage. The frequency of the oscillator is controlled
by a tuning condenser in the plate circuit and is indicated
on the front panel of the unit. The output of this oscillator
is fed to the two RF amplifiers which are connected in a
paralleled circuit. A power supply of 275 volts, 90 cycle,
AC is fed from the power supply to the transmitter and here
filtered and rectified for the power supply and the bias
voltages for the oscillator and speech amplifier tubes.
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THE ANTENNA SYSTEM consists of a short fixed
antenna and a conventional "trailing wire." The antenna
system is connected with the set through a variometer and
an antenna selector switch. The circuit is so arranged that
when on the fixed antenna position the airplane serves as a
switch is on the trailing antenna position, both the fixed an-
teruia and the airplane serve as a counterpoise.
THE POWER SI PPLY occupies 500 cubic inches
and weighs fifteen pounds. It consists of a motor-generator
unit and filters for both output and input voltages. In addi-
tion to the 257 V. AC supply to the transmitter, the volt-
ages supplied are: 12 \'.. I). C. (filament voltage), and
4(10 v., D. C. (plate and screen voltages).
Comparing the operating efficiency of this (jernian
radio with a modern imit installed in fighter planes of the
I nited States, there is no doubt, of the tremendous su-
periority of our radio equipment ; our equipment weighs as
low as 40 pounds as compared with sixty pounds for Ger-
man equipment. Our equipment occupies about .7 cubic ft.,
while (ierman equipment occupies nearly twice that space.
German equipment has a frequency range of 2.500 to 3,700
kilocycles, while American equipment has a tiuieable range
covering the 15(1 to 410 kilocycle airport band, the 1500-
3900 kilocycle police band, including the 2,500 to 3,700
kilocycle aviation band, and 2 short wave bands covering
3,900 to 1800 kilocycles. While each American plane has
a strong enough transmitter to maintain contact with the
ground, only the commanding (jerman plane, the trans-
mitter in which is equipped with the second tube in the
modulated circuit, has a range sufficient to maintain con-
tact with his base. Further, American aircraft radio includes
a radio-compass, an item completely absent on German
eqiupment.
To'MEPWFLmr
"Greenfield" Taps, Dies and Gages are help-
ing to build practically every plane and engine
used by our Army and Navy.
70 years of practical experience enable these
tools to meet Uncle Sam's most rigid require-
ments. That experience is one reason why
skilled workers and production men always
have confidence in '"Greenfield" tools.
GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD. MASS., U. S. A.
^BvGREENFIELD
tAP% (Mi GAGES miStOSILLS ItAMtKS SCUWPIATLS FiM lOOU
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SWEEPING over metal structures and
structural parts this modern broom
of fire prepares metal surfaces for a
long-lasting, protective coat of painf.
It is the Airco Flame Cleaning Process
and removes rust and scale and dehy-
drates metal surfaces as it cleans. It
provides a warm, dry surface condu-
cive to a lasting paint job and assuring
a faster one. Flame cleaning is the most
effective method yet devised to pre-
pare metal surfaces, new and old, for
painting and repainting. Ultimate main-
tenance costs are lower.
Versatile is the oxyacetylene flame.
It provides better and faster ways of
making machines, engines, ships and
tanks by shaping thin steel plates or
heavy slob forgings and structures with
economical ease and with a high de-
gree of accuracy. The oxyacetylene
flame hardens steel to any desired de-
gree and depth. It softens steel, or
bends it, or straightens it. It removes
scale from billets, castings and forgings.
Possibly you are interested in learning
more about the machines and appara-
tus which harness the Airco oxyacety-
lene flame and put it to work in so
many different ways. If so, write for a
copy of the pictorial review "Airco in
the News" to the Airco Public Relations
Department, Room 1 656, 60 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y.
REDUPTM
cc.yid^r^j.-
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
In Texaz:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
DISTRICT OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
A X Y T H I .> G .\ > D EVERYTHING FOR G .\ S W E L » I >i' G OR C U T T I > G A ?ir D ARC WELDING
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Fluorescent Lighting NAMES in the NEWS
for Varied Uses
(. . . frijiii piKjc 1,1)
l'"ort.v-l'ive foot-caiidU's of coiiitiirlablt', well-diffused, fluorescent
troffer li^lititiK are provided in tliis offiee.
sinuiltaiieously niininiizc shailows. The color quality of
fluorescent equipment is much improved over filament equip-
ment. Most important, perhaps, is efficiency. While best
qualit\ filament lamps have a life of 100(1 hours, fluorescent
tubes have a 2^00 hour life. Best filament lamps produce
about 16.3 lumens per watt power consumption, uhile
fluorescent tubes produce about .iLOH lumens per* watt
power consumption. That's why manufacturers expect the
annual fluorescent tube sales to reach the fiftv billion mark
by the end of 1943!
IN SELF DEFENSE
TAKE NOTES
\n Class
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
202 S. Mathews 610 E. Daniel
( . . . frfj//i ptuji 14)
his earh school days. Since he has been here on the cam-
pus, George has had a prominent part in musical circles.
He was a member of the cast of three operas, namelv:
Yeomen of the Guard, Madame Butterfly, and Manon.
Possessed with a fine baritone voice, George has put in
soine long hours in training it. He also finds much en-
joyment in collecting classical records—a welcome relief
to the neighbors?).
To show that he doesn't belong in the school of music.
George has a fine record in electrical engineering, at present
sporting an idtra-fashionable average of 4.7S. When he
graduates, George expects to join Westinghouse and do
some graduate work toward a degree.
George claims Wauconda, Illinois, has his home town,
and we ma\ belie\e the people of Wauconda claim all one
of him. His brilliance is not mereh' of recent origin, but
extends at least back to his high school, for he graduated
as the valedictorian of his class there.
During his four years here on the campus, George has
managed to inadvertently gather a few honors. He is a
member of Phi Eta Sigma, Sigma Tau, Tau Beta Pi, and
Arepo, musical honorary society. He is treasurer of Eta
Kappa Nu, is chairman of the publicity committee for the
A.I.E.E., and is exhibit's manager of the 1942 Electrical
Engineering show.
Skidding is the action.
When the friction is a fraction.
Of the vertical reaction.
Which results in traction.
Mystery . .
.
i
1942 Electrical Show
April 9, 10, 11
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Timken
Bearings are Keeping
Wheels and Shafts Turn-
ing For Victory. They'll
^ Keep Them Turning
For Prosperity After-
wards.
-.A
^^ y y -* btudent engineers of
today will have a terrific responsibility In the future; for
upon their shoulders to a very great extent will fall the
responsibility of developing new and better machines of
all kinds to help in the reconstruction of the economic
fabric of the nation.
A thorough knowledge of Timken Tapered Roller Bearings
will be a valuable asset to every young engineer starting
out on his career during the next two or three years
—
probably the most critical^ period our country has ever
had to face.
Begin to acquire this knowledge now; write for a free copy
of the Timken Reference Manual. Then you will be in posi-
tion to master any bearing problem that may ever come
up—no matter what combination of requirements It may
involve; friction elimination; radial, thrust and combined
load capacity; preservation of alignment of moving parts.
Send for your copy of the Timken Reference Manual
today. Mention the name of your school when writing.
THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
Manbfaciurers of TimUn Tapered Roller Bearings for auto-
mobiles, motor frucics, railroad cars and locomotives and all
liinds of industrial machinery; Timken Alloy Steels and Carbon
and Alloy Seamless Tubing; and Timken Rocit Bits.
TIMKEN
TRADE-MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
TAPim ROLLER REARINGS
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BLACKOUT WATCHMAN
THK problem ot inaintairiiiig a night light in his place
lit business and at the same time complying with
blackout regulations was solved by a Schenectady machine-
shop owner by means ot a G-E photo tube, or "electric
eye." Rules required that all lights be extinguished within
five minutes ot an air-raid warning. That meant either
hiring a watchman or turning out all lights at closing
time.
The tirst night that the lights were turned out, the
shop was broken into. So the owner, Andrew Tessier, put
the "electric eye" to work. He installed the tube in an
upstairs window, pointing at the nearest street light.
When, during a practice blackout or raid warning, the
street light is extinguished, the tube immediately turns
out all lights in the shop. When the street lights go on
again, so do the night lights. The "eye" provides a watch-
man who doesn't go to sleep on his job, and whose total
cost is about two weeks' pay for an actual watchman.
w
MOLECULES MARCH!
ITH the increasing use ot plastics and ot artificial
silk anil rubber in detense activities, the structural
ities ot the molecules that make up these materials is
all-important to the scientists who are doing the research
work.
Dr. Raymond M. Fuoss, of the General Electric Re-
search Laboratory, in Schenectady, has found that some
molecules wiggle like worms when an alternating electric
field is applied to them. Such molecules are electrically
lopsided, and when in an electric field they tend to line up,
just as compass needles line up with the magnetic field ot
the earth.
From this tendency ot the molecules to move to and fro
in an electric field, scientists are able to determine how
the various molecules are built. With this information,
new molecules can be designed to meet specific needs. Since
artificial silk and rubber and many plastics are composed
ot these worm-like molecules which react in an electrical
field, materials of a wide variety of properties may be
expected as a result ot these researches.
~^fWr\*;/ . All
NOT FOR WILLIE-
THK (Jeneral Electric Company is proud of the variety
ot services it renders its customers. Nevertheless,
company officials were surprised by one recent request
from a woman who had seen a G-E advertisement in a
magazine.
The illustration in the advertisement contained a
picture of a young boy. The woman also had a boy, and
her boy looked very much like the boy in the photograph.
Mother and son had only recently moved to New
York. Since then, she had taken her son to a number of
different barbers, but none ot them had produced a
haircut that suited her. And so, in desperation, she wrote
to General Electric to find where the boy in the adver-
tisement had his hair cut. It was just the type ot cut she
had vainly tried to get.
GENERALO ELECTRIC
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